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RICHPEACE Group, was founded in 1992 in Hongkong. In 1993, established the first joint venture (SHENZHEN HUAYI) in China mainland. In 
2000, invested BEIJING NORTH PHENIX (600435) and went public. In more than 20 years, it invested and established a dozen of high-tech 
enterprises, and made outstanding contributions to the textile and garment industry.

In 2006, TIANJIN Richpeace Computer & Machinery Co., Ltd was established. It is the production base and the flagship enterprise of the Group. 
Tianjin RICHPEACE Computer & Machinery Co., Ltd has three wholly owned subsidiaries: Shenzhen RICHFOREVER CAD/CAM Co., Ltd (CAD 
software), Tianjin Yinrare Technology Co., Ltd (CAM software), Tianjin Richpeace Trading Co., Ltd (import and export). The company is located 
in Tianjin Baodi economic development zone. In 2006, it was put into production, with a total investment of 150 million RMB, covering a land area 
of 75.5 thousand square meters and construction area of 46.9 thousand square meters. 

It owns software, computer, electrical, mechanical and laser five core technology, and has research and development, production and sales as one. 
The main products include CAD software series, CAD hardware equipment, CAM equipment, laser equipment, sewing equipment, embroidery 
equipment, quilting equipment, and computer control, total 8 series of products. It has a world famous brand "RICHPEACE", registered in more than 
100 countries around the world, especially full class registration in china. It passes through the ISO9000 quality management system certification, 
and all products have passed the CE security certification. It has more than 300 patents, more than 30 software copyright.

Richpeace is the vice president of China knitting Association, director of Chinese Garment Association, Standing Direct of China Institute of textile 
and garment education, director of Chinese Sewing Machinery Association, vice president of Shenzhen Textile Industry Association, vice 
president of the Tianjin clothing chamber of Commerce, vice president of Shenzhen software industry association. It is a national high-tech 
enterprise, is the competitive enterprise of national intellectual property, and receives dozens of Science and Technology Progress Award issued 
by China Textile Association, China Light Industry Association, Tianjin municipal government, Shenzhen municipal government.

RICHPEACE's vision is: in the flexible material application industry, dedicated to the two process - "cutting + sewing" , gradually realize flexible 
manufacturing, providing software, computer, electronic control, device, components and whole sets of equipment, complete solutions to 
customers, enhancing and transforming the ability of the traditional manufacturing industry and implementing Design computerization, production 
automation and management information integration of the two goals, becoming a global and high-end equipment supplier in "cutting + sewing” 
industry 4.0.

RICHPEACE's Quality Policy is: manufacture world’s advanced product, provide customer’s satisfied service, continuously improve management 
system, and constantly promote product quality.

RICHPEACE products have covered "cutting" and "sewing" these two major areas, including 8 series of products, CAD software series, CAD 
hardware equipment, CAM equipment, Laser equipment, Sewing equipment, and Computer control. At present, in the world, RICHPEACE is the 
only one Company who could provide so complete products, all lines equipment, and own completely independent intellectual property rights.

CUTTING

1. CAD software (fabric design, fashion design and technology, 
    luggage design and technology, sweater design and technology, 
    embroidery design and technology, quilting design and 
    technology, template design and technology, sewing design and 
    technology, spreading, cutting plan).
2. Plotter, Stand Cutter, Stand Inkjet & Cutter.
3. Flatbed Plotter, Flatbed Cutter Machine, Flatbed Inkjet & Cutter 
    Plotter.
4. Automatic Spreading Machine (Knitted & Woven, Tubular 
    Knitted, Home Textile).
5. Automatic Spreading Machine (multi-layers simultaneously).
6. Cutting machine (single layer, 1cm, 6cm).
7. Laser cutting machine (multi-sizes), Laser engraving & Cutting 
    Machine.
8. Template laser cutting machine, Template Milling cutter machine.

SEWING

1. Automatic sewing machine (arm type, bridge type, single head,    
    multi-heads, dual colors, bar tracking, non-stop, double station, 
    edge sewing, curve sewing, continuously sewing, precise quilt, 
    rotary head).
2. Special sewing machine(sequin, coiling).
3. Customized sewing machine (sunroof roller blind, heating seat, 
    safety air bag, automotive interior, wall insulation, clean mattress,  
    environmental protection filter and other related equipments).
4. Computerized embroidery machine (flat embroidery, cap 
    embroidery, sequin embroidery, tracing cording embroidery, tuft 
    stitch embroidery, coiling embroidery, chenille embroidery, 3D 
    embroidery and other related equipments).
5. Computerized quilting machine (frame type, continuously type, 
    sides quilting, chain stitch multi-needles, multi-needles shuttle, 
    lock stitch multi-needles and other related equipments).

Our products are widely used in Apparel,Hometextile，furniture,automotive, technical textile and aerospace these six major industries more than 
100 countries, moreover, we keep long term and close cooperation relationship with leading enterprises of each industry.

COMPANY INTRODUCTION



AUTOMOTIVE INTERIORS CUTTING & SEWING SOLUTIONS

Panoramic Sunroof Automatic Product Line
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Richpeace Laser Cutting Machine on Automotive Interiors Richpeace Automatic Side Sewing Machine
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Panoramic Sunroof  
Automatic Product Line

Application

Features

Parameters

Cutting materials used in automotive panoramic sunroof.

Max. working speed

Heads number

Control screen

Power supply

Power

Machine size

Drive control

Machine weight

1200 rpm

2

15 inches touching screen

3-phase 380±10%V, single phase 220±10%V 50Hz

10 KW

5000*2000*1400mm   (L*W*H)

15-axis servo controlling system

3500 KG / 3000 KG / 2500 KG

Parameters

Max. Cutting speed

Location precision

Cutting range

Power of laser machine

Graphic format

Feeding

Control screen

600mm /sec

< 0.1mm

1800×1600mm , 2000×1700mm

130 KW ( Germanic Rofin laser machine optional )

Image editable, PLT, DXF

A whole roll of fabric can be fed automatically

15” colorful touch screen, Integrated industry control

1. Equipped with automatic feeding system, just press a  
    key to start, it’s fully automatic.
2. Aluminum oxide work table optional, customized cutting 
    groove according to the cutting path.
    Advantages: pollution-free table, material in roll or     
    piece can be cut on the same machine.
3. SICK safety light curtain guarantee operator safe
    during operation.
4. High cutting precision, neat and seamed cutting edge no 
    rough scrap and jagged edge.
5. Double cutting head optional, twice the working 
    efficiency.

Model:  RPLC-CB180X160S13E   RPLC-CB200X170S13E 

Features

1. Operate by one person only, automatic roll up fabric 
    without extra fixture.
2. With unison feed sewing heads.
3. Width and length can be adjusted automatically.
4. Automatic feeding stainless steel strips.
5. Equipped with safety light curtain protect worker safety 
    during working.

Application

Two-sides sewing automotive panoramic sunroof.



Features

1. Fast change sewing fixture.
2. Sewing different size by change the whole set of 
    sewing fixture.
3. The sewing head and rotary hook move on 
    X-axis synchronously to reduce the machine 
    size.
4. All operation proceed automatically after
    putting material in position.

Parameters

Max. working speed

Computer control screen

Power supply

Power

Machine size

Driven control

Machine weight

1200 rpm

15 inches touching screen

3-phase 380±10%V, single phase 220±10%V 50Hz

4 KW

1700*1180*1500mm  (L*W*H)

Richpeace self-developed electronic control, Siemens PLC control

350 KG
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Richpeace Automatic Front Sewing Machine Richpeace Automatic Two-Station Sewing Machine 

Application

Front hemming for automotive panoramic 

sunroof.
Application

Parameters

Max. working speed

Machine heads number

Machine head distance

Computer control screen

Power supply

Power

Machine size

Driven control

1200 rpm

2

400mm

15 inches touching screen

3-phase 380±10%V, single phase 220±10%V 50Hz

3.55 KW

2500*2100*1450 ( L*W*H )

four-axis servo control system

Features

1. One person operate, the press and sewing fixture    
    tighten automatically.
2. Connect fixture to machine with locating pin and turn thumb  
    clamping device, so it can be changed quickly.
3. Equipped with Sick light  curtain.
4. Richpeace self-developed mirror sewing heads, ensure high 
    precision and quality sewing.
5. Two sewing area A/B works alternately, shifts without  
    machine stop. Machine full load running, double production 
    efficiency.
6. High-precision fixture make sure accurate postioning and 
    fixation of the fabric, ensure high sewing quality.

Two-Sides hemming for automotive panoramic sunroof.

Panoramic Sunroof 
Automatic Product Line 



Application

Parameters

Application

Configuration size

Worktable height

Computer control screen

Power supply

Power

Machine weight

1000*1880*1547 ( L*W*H )

950mm

7 inches touching screen

3-phase 380±10%V, single phase 220±10%V 50Hz

3.55 KW

800 KG

Features

1. Adopt location pin and 1/4 rotary knob achieving fast 
    fixture change. 
2. Fixture position changeable conveniently, automatically 
    fixture clamping by air gripper.
3. Fast change hot melting heads by tighten screw, quickly 
    shift between different product.
4. Cooling system protect cylinders from heat damage.
5. Process various of products by fast change of the fixture,
    The trough can be opened  and closed automatically by 
    the air cylinders driven.
6. Automatically load and unload material roller.

Features

1. Two-in-one machine combine oil coating and preload, less 
    working area, easy to operate and increase efficiency.
2. Automatically assemble parts through coordinate working of 
    fixture, motors and cylinders.
3. Detecting different parts pick and place through sensors, avoid 
    wrong assembly or placement.
4. Separate qualified and unqualified assembly by detecting the 
    spring preload. 
5. Process various of products by fast change of the fixture.

Parameters

Configuration size

Computer control screen

Power supply

Power

Machine weight

1580*800*1800 ( L*W*H )

15 inches touching screen

3-phase 380±10%V, single phase 220±10%V 50Hz

1.5 KW

800 KG

Hot melting automotive panoramic sunroof. Oil coating and preloading automotive panoramic sunroof.
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Model: RPAS-2-600(900)-100(300)-WBHM

Richpeace Hot Melting Machine Richpeace Spring Grease and Force Preloading Machine

Panoramic Sunroof
Automatic Product Line 
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Features

1. Precisely fix various of wires on fabric through sewing stitch. 
    Able to sew small radius arc wire pattern design
2. Large size wire spool, increase wire loading length and reduce    
    down time
3. Feeding wire automatically , machine will stop and alarm 
    automatically in case of wire feeding fault.
4. Wire protection alarm function in case sewing needle pierce or 
    touch conductor wires
5. Wire cutting device, cut wires and upper sewing thread 
    automatically. 
6. Jumbo size rotary hook increase bobbin thread capacity, optional 
    automatic bobbin changer system.
7. Material loading roll and collection roll move in X along with 
    pantograph moving, protect fabric and product quality
8. Automatic material delivery, clamping, sewing and collection, roll 
    to roll continuously working from back to front.

Application 

Heating the automotive seats, steering wheel, etc.

Parameters

Machine model

Working speed

Computer control screen

Power supply

Power

Machine weight

Configuration size
( mm, L*W*H )

RPCE-WS-1-900X800-B

3600*2460*1780

700 rpm

10.4 inch touch screen

5 KW

1200 KG

3-phase 380V, 3-phase 220V,
single phase 220V

3-phase 380V, 3-phase 220V,
single phase 220V

RPCE-WS-2-900X800-B

5000*2460*1780

700 rpm

10.4 inch touch screen

6 KW

3600 KG

RPCE-WS-4-900X800-B

7700*2460*1780

700 rpm

10.4 inch touch screen

6.5 KW

4300 KG

11-12

Model: RPCE-WS-1-900X800-B

Richpeace Computerized Wire Sewing Machine

Heating Wire Sewing Machine

3-phase 380V, 3-phase 220V,
single phase 220V

Model: RPCE-WS-4-680X680-B

Model: RPCE-PC-14-375（1100）X1300-B
            RPCE-PC-14-525（1100）X1300-B
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SRS fabric.

Parameters

Max. working speed

Stitch length

Sewing head lift

Max. stored stitch

Power supply

Power

Machine size

Air supply

1800 rpm

0.5mm - 12.7mm

150mm

2,000,000

3-phase 380±10%V, single phase 220±10%V ,50Hz

5.2 KW

8125*2000*1600 ( L*W*H )

0.6 Mpa, 1.7 L/min

Parameters

Occupied area

Max. machine working speed

Max. spreading length

Spreading part driven mode

Cutting fabric speed

Max. Spreading height

Fabric-roll width

Max. weight

Max. fabric-roll diameter

16×3.8m

120 rpm

8m

four-wheel drive

1.5 m/s

40m

2500mm

1000 KG

1000mm

Application

Automatically sewing Airbags.

Features

1. Freely to design any pattern, super large area sewing.
2. The worktable uses unique support beam structure, guarantee 
    the template and fabric are neat and accurate while machine 
    work at a high speed. The front and back of the worktable are 
    equipped with troughs for receiving and placing materials.
3. Pneumatic trimming, stable and efficient.
4. Servo motor + high precision ball screw driven, make sure 
    accurate sewing.
5. Needle and hook are driven independently, to achieve 
    hook timing and automatic position correction function.
6. Richpeace sewing computer control system, ARM kernel 
    + LINUS system.

15-16

Application

Features

1. Feeding with two fabric roll working circularly - another 
    fabric go on to work after one fabric roll runs out. Reduce 
    feeding time and increase work efficiency.
2. It can spread two different kind of fabric, double independent 
    edge alignment function. It can switch freely between two 
    spreading ways ( single-layer and double-layers ) in a 
    working program, can memorize 100 working programs.
3. The cutting knife uses bidirectional cutting function, reducing 
    working time and increasing work efficiency.
4. Remaining fabric detection function, setting the alarming 
    percentage then, it alarms when reaches the percentage.
5. Cycle working time is 15s while spreading 8m fabric.

Richpeace Airbag Spreading Machine Richpeace Airbag Automatic Sewing Machine

SRS-Airbag Intelligent 
Cutting And Sewing Solutions
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Seat Cover, Sun Visor, Carpet
Cutting And Sewing Solutions

Richpeace AutoSew System
Functions Introduction
Select those sewing lines where slots should be required, input the Slot width, Start/End points,
Sewing Parameter, define the Repeat and Stitch Length. Quickly create the sewing template.

Automatically generate sewing template, input data to
template laser cutter for engraving.

Output auto sewing data file, sewing with Richpeace
Automatic Template Sewing Machine. Able to define
stitch length, repeat and trimming.

Automatically generate matching points to ensure the sewing start point. For 
template pieces require two or multiple sewing process to complete the work, 
it is quickly to give the end point position.

Automatically arrange the sewing order where there are many sewing lines.

Design of Motif
According to the requirements on design and production, various motif and stitch pattern type can be created and stored into library with
the Motif Lib Tool. Fulfil various design requirement.

Richpeace Digitizer

1. It is a powerful tool for digitizing traditional hand-drawn maker design.
2. Easily understand and operate, avoid incurring cost of training.
3. 16 buttons cursor is for fast and convenient operation accurately.
4. It saves setting time by preseting more than 30 popular software formats
    inside the digitizer.
5. Friendly interface, compatible with most popular grahpic applications,
    AutoCAD, GERBER, LECTRA, OPTITEX, MAPGIS, Citystar, Mapinfo,
    Arcinfo, MicroStation, Supermaop, Openinfo, Arise, Billy, Cyber, GmCAD,
    Genamap, ViewGIS, MapEengin, ILWIS, SvCAD, DoCAD and Tajima     
    Series, etc. Furthermore, it supports workstations like SUN, SGI and 
    others.

Garment Manufacturing, Fashion Design, Mapping, Mining, Punching and 
Environment Protection.

Clothing, toys, bags, automotive interiors, medical fabrics, knitted
fabrics, denim fabrics, fabrics and leather.

Richpeace Digital Photographing Digitizer

1. HD digital camera + Auto wireless flash lighting system + Self-locking   
    light shelter device, guarantee no light influence with the all-weather 
    working environment.
2. Vacuum system could fix small paper or fabric pattern during working.
3. Quickly change background for different color of pattern pieces. High 
    recognition accuracy under professional photography system.
4. Work with Richpeace Garment CAD intelligently, just few simple mouse 
    operation on PC, could finish pattern input and convert. Improve work 
    efficiency greatly compare to traditional point to point digitizing mode by 
    manually.

Model: RP-D3648C(A0)      RP-D4460C(A00)

Model: RPTM-DI-1510-PH

Pattern Software Product

Features

Features

Application

Application
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Richpeace Computerized Template Cutting Machine

Making Template for Garment, Sofa, Cases, Shoes, Cap and Gloves 
etc.

Model: RP-ASM1912S

Model: RPLC-CB180x250S10E-C     RPLC-CB160x250S10E-C
            RPLC-CB180x350S10E-C     RPLC-CB160x350S10E-C

1. First create automatic knife pressure function in the industry, no
    need setup when change the main board, protect table when cutting.
2. Automatically divide strong suction solves the adsorption problem
    of little pattern, reduces the waste of material.
3. First create Inner loop of cold water, automatic alarm device when
    the temperature over the limit, working for whole day---24 hours.
4. High Rotation speed head, achieve cut quickly, template of pattern
    is smooth, perfect convergence.
5. The operation and learning of garment template is easy, solve the
    sewing problems thoroughly.

Richpeace Large Size Laser Cutting Machine

1. Automatic cloth feeding system support and upload entire roll of cloth,

    which help enterprises improve production efficiency.

2. Constant laser beam ensures consistent cut on different positions 

    during large area cutting.

3. Detachable machine body design facilitate machine packing and  

    delivery.

4. Software can be well matched with AutoCAD, CorelDraw, Richpeace

    Garment CAD etc. to implement the engraving graphic by original   

    graphic.

5. With super pattern software, can output long files one time, automatic

    segmentation cutting.

6. With automatic feeding shaft, can automatic cutting with one time

    operation.

7. 304 Stainless steel net belt, can design according customer     

    requirement.

Sofa, Garment Customer-Made, Single layer cutting, Dyeing and

printing patterns oriented cutting, Car interior, Toys.

Richpeace Magic Inkjet Plotter

1. High quality guaranteed by using auto material to build rack. Our 
    machine last a long time.
2. It has maximum 140 m2/h high speed printing with Stable 
    performance.
3. The unique paper-feeding function can feed various papers either 
    from front or back.
4. Auto-alarming when paper jammed or run out.
5. Original Hewlett Packard HP45 ink cartridges ensure high quality 
    print and easy replace.

Garment, Gloves, Bags & Luggage, Shoes, Home Textile etc.

Model: RPGP-MJ135    RPGP-MJ160    RPGP-MJ180
            RPGP-MJ200    RPGP-MJ220    RPGP-MJ240

Richpeace Second Generation High Speed Magic Inkjet Plotter

Garment, Gloves, Bags & Luggage, Shoes, Home Textile etc.

1. Stable and high speed printing, 140m2/h maximum and 3.2m maximum   
    width to meet any Garment & Home Textiles production requirements.
2. Using brand-new Streamline & Bionic design, easy installation,
    operation and repair.
3. High strength engineering special transparent window achieves dust-proof, 
    antiknock, high reliability operation and high safety coefficient.
4. The unique front & back paper-feeding structure for varieties of paper.   
    (Double feed structure can be optional)
5. Original Hewlett packard HP45 ink cartridges, low cost and easy to replace.
6. Servo Motor system could improve the printing precision.
7. Ink monitoring function could alarm when ink run out.
8. Auto-alarming when paper jam or run out.
9. 7*24 hours of continue working, especially suitable for a large number of 
    drawing.
10. High strength aviation aluminum, beautiful appearance and stable 
      performance.

Model: RPGP-MJ2/4 135      RPGP-MJ2/4 160   
            RPGP-MJ2/4 180 

FeaturesFeatures

FeaturesFeatures

ApplicationApplication

Application Application

Seat Cover, Sun Visor, Carpet
Cutting And Sewing Solutions



Richpeace Automatic Spreading Machine Richpeace 3-in-1 Computerized Cutting Machine

Richpeace Mega-size Multi Layers Automatic Cutter
Features
1. Cutting blade is made of diamond hardness stainlesssteel, equipped 
    with automatic sharpening device.
2. Cutting blade change cutting speed automatically, automatic side cut 
    compensation, ensure quality of final markers.
3. The automatic sharpening device performs blade sharpening 
    automatically, keeps cutting blade always in tartness condition, extends 
    working life of cutting blade.
4. The cutting head with cutting blade is specially designed, made by 
    extraordinary stainless steel, automatic Cleaning System.
5. Full protection shield system, can be manually emergency stopped 
    anytime.
6. Segment adsorption and cutting, realize tailoring, pick up materials, 
    materials with simultaneously, no cutting blind angle, there will be no    
    cutting phenomenon.
7. Meet the requirements of personalized clothing production, the     
    compatibility with any clothing CAD software, high precision, long  
    service life.

Richpeace Single Head Automatic Sewing Machine

Features

1. Working speed: 500-1200 rpm.
2. Suitable for thick material sewing, thicker thread sewing for 
    leather sewing stable stitch quality.
3. Strong machine structure, guarantee pattern precision.
4. Sewing head lift up to 50mm.
5. Open type pneumatic clamping system, driven by air cylinders.
6. Adopt powerful motor, ensure sewing smoothly on thick and   
    heavy material, keep all stitches neat and tight.
7. Equipped with Jumbo / triple size rotary hook for thicker thread 
    sewing, less frequency of bobbin change, improve productivity.
8. Four design patterns circulate function, bobbin thread counter 
    function.

Application
Pattern sewing for seat covers, door panel, carpet, tool bags, ect.

All kinds of synthetic Leather, car seat upholstery fabric.

Application
Cutting synthetic leather and fabrics.

23-24

Application

Features

1. Suitable to spread various fabric and leather operation.
2. It can adjust the selvage alignment by high senstivity sensor and the  
    fabric clamp.
3. Side loader and inch movement function make it easier to operate.
4. Check original start point automatically when machine is switched 
    on.

Model: RPC-180X200-M1

Model: RPAS-HM-1-1200X800-A-2-LH

Features

1. HP certified partner using HP printing technology.
2. The cutting thickness less than 1cm cutting machine but more 
    than laser cutting machine, suitable for highend custom.
3. 3 kinds of working pattern : ink jetting, pen drawing and 3  
    different kinds of knife cutting can be switched freely.
4. It can cut many kinds of material : kraft paper, non-woven 
    fabrics, rubber materials, knitted fabrics with sponge, felt, 
    corrugated paper, leather, gray cardboard inkjetting, knitted 
    fabric.

Model: RP-TM1518S-MJ,MF,KC,RK,VKModel: RPCP-1018-IV-N

Seat Cover, Sun Visor, Carpet
Cutting And Sewing Solutions



Application

Features

Richpeace Automatic Sewing Machine with Cutting Station

Richpeace Automatic Non-stop Sewing Machine

1. Sewing speed: 2500 rpm. Cutting speed: 2500 cut / min.
2. Independent working station for sewing and cutting.
3. 360 degree turning cutting knife, able to cut any patterns.
4. Knife could be lift up and down, cutting blade is not going out of fabric
    to ensure neat cutting edges.
5. Automatic atomizing lubrication for sewing head hook axis and rotary
    hook.
6. Bobbin thread counter enable to provide bobbin thread capacity alert
    by bobbin thread consumption or number of sewing pieces made.
7. Four design patterns circulate function: support four patterns to be
    automatic switchable.
8. Sewing head can lift up to 50mm.

Auto sewing + auto cutting, mainly used for sun visor.

Features
1. Working speed: 2500 rpm.
2. Sewing head independently lift up to 50mm.
3. Sewing head and Hook case move on X-axis with ball screw drive, 
    ensure high precision, stable and reliable.
4. Two independent working area A/B shift without machine stop or 
    joint A & B working area together being a super large sewing area.
5. Large storage capacity, save 2 million stitches.
6. Bobbin thread counter enable to provide bobbin thread capacity 
    alert by bobbin thread consumption or number of sewing pieces 
    made.
7. Four design patterns circulate function: support four patterns  
    automatic circular switch.

Features

Application  
Automatic sewing automotive interior, automotive seats

large size pattern sewing for seats cover, roof carpet,

luggage compartment, etc.

Application  

Application
Punching and sewing automotive interior and car seats, etc.
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Model: RPAS-DS-1-900X600-AB-2-LM, LH

Model: RPAS-NS-1-1200X800-B-2-LH,HMModel: RPCE-MPS-(9.1+6.1)-750x600-B
Features

1. Perforation and Sewing working Area:750x600mm.
2. Nine Colors of Sewing, six sizes of perforation.
3. Perforation, Sewing and Embroidery functions in one machine.
4. Servo Motor driving system for main shaft and frame driving.
5. Independently researched and developed pattern design software  
    with perforation sewing and embroidery.
6. Bridge structure designed make sure more steady.
7. Independent main shaft driving system for sewing function and 
    perforation function.
8. Special-made perforation pressure foot and sewing pressure foot.
9. Automatic oil lubrication system.
10. Automatic Dust Exhaust system.

Richpeace Computerized Perforation and Sewing Machine

Model: RPAS-HM-1-400X450-B-1(2)-TC 
            RPAS-HM-1-600X900-B-1(2)-TC

Richpeace Twin Color Automatic Sewing Machine

1. Working speed: 500-1200 rpm.

2. Bridge structure main body, better stability.

3. Two color sewing heads, automatic color change is feasible.

4. Easily realize special graphic patterns sewing, create amazing dual 

    color double stitches patterns.

5. Make production process simplified, standardized and systematic.

6. Offer superior stable sewing stitch quality.

Apply to all kinds of products which require dual color sewing stitch, 
such as: decorative stitch, car interior, etc.

Seat Cover, Sun Visor, Carpet
Cutting And Sewing Solutions
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Features

Richpeace Computerized Precision Flat Embroidery Machine

Features

1. Elegant and compact machine structure, engaged in small working 
    area but with good stability.
2. Large torsion, high frequency & precision performance Servo Motor 
    which is well coordinated with Richpeace computer control system.
3. All bearings are equipped with NSK or other Japanese made brands.
4. Machine table is made by Lauan wood with highest quality and good 
    abradability.

Application

Application

Embroidery or patters on genuine leather, synthetic leather and fabric 

LOGO, etc.
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Model: RPCE-FN-6·9-275(550+40) X 680-B

Computerized Embroidery Solutions

Richpeace Computerized Single Head Embroidery Machine

1. Power failure protection function: when unexpected power failure
    occurred, it can search for the suspension point and make a    
    continue operation.
2. Scale up/down: scale the designs down to 50% or up to 200% in 
    the increments of 1%; rotation is by 1-degree increments.
3. Work process back / forward is available in units of stitches, color
    change or designated stitch count.
4. Adjustable presser foot: can be adjusted according to different
    thickness of the material.

Features
1. Double roll can work at the same time, higher efficiency and     
    accuracy.
2. Max. speed is 750 rpm.
3. Alternate head embroidery for large pattern.
4. Automatic thread trimming.
5. Four needles per head.
6. Unique lubricating system lubricates machine head, and prolongs
    life span of the machine.
7. Equipped with Japan jumbo rotary hook, the thread capacity is 2.2
    times of standard bobbin, decreasing bobbin replacement    
    frequency and improving factory’s working efficiency.
8. Richpeace professional embroidery CAD software with powerful
    function, easy to learn and user-friendly.

Clothing, cap, toy and other industries. Suitable for small shops, 
boutique, design room and teaching in school, those are dealing 
with small volume production.

Application
This machine is widely used for all kinds of patter sewing on 

synthetic leather for car upholstery seat cover,carpet and luggage 

compartment.

Model: RPCE-TC-1·12-400X450-LW

Richpeace Computerized Multi-color Double Roll Quilting and 
Embroidery Machine
 Model: RPCQ-VE-24.4-135(270+30)-2-D-1


